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Abstract: This paper considers the landscape as both a material and an ideological representation
and starts from the assumption that spatial patterns arise as a result of the ideological imperative of
the process that forms the landscape. The research takes on a historical-interpretative approach in the
domain of architectural and urban studies, enabling in-depth qualitative exploration of the textuality
and layering of the modernist rural landscape through a case study of the PKB Agricultural Combine
as a driver of the urban development of Third Belgrade, the spatial framework of the left riverbank of
the Danube in the administrative area of Belgrade. The research was conducted by chronologically
interpreting primary sources, notably planning documents of different levels and scope, as well
as studies, programs and development models for the urbanization of this territory. The research
aims to decode the impact of socialist agrarian policy on the land-use in the wider metropolitan
area of Belgrade, as well as the impact of the agricultural combine as a spatial, social, economic,
environmental and political entity on the urban development process at different spatial levels.
The research has identified four periods in the development of Third Belgrade: (1) Production of
the Modernist Rural Landscape, (2) Establishment of the Self-Management Planning Framework,
(3) Humanization of Environment, and (4) Post-socialist Transition and the Collapse of the Agricultural
Combine. The paper demonstrates not only that environmental transformation cannot be separated
from social transformation but also that they are in constant interaction and that their synergy has had
a profound impact on the development of the PKB Agricultural Combine system in socialist conditions.
The textuality of the modernist rural landscape confirms that an object-oriented approach is not
enough to explore and interpret the landscape, but rather, we should look at the way it is socially
produced through decoding the planning, institutional and policy frameworks determining the urban
development of a territory.
Keywords: landscape typology; agricultural landscape; cultural landscape; land use intensification;
architectural design and urban planning; environmental transformation; socialist self-management;
modernism; humanization of environment

1. Introduction
The perception, interpretation and description of the landscape have long been based on its passive
nature, relying primarily on the perspective established within the traditional geographical studies that
interpret the landscape as a physical entity and an external world that can be empirically accessed and
analyzed [1]. In line with the above approach, the landscape was analyzed by historical reconstruction,
and its evolution through observation and the recording of material facts about a certain territory [2].
According to Widgren [3], traditional landscape studies commonly employ a morphogenesis-oriented
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perspective, that is, they identify the emergence of form, spatial patterns and physical structures
without parallel consideration of the relevant social, cultural and environmental processes.
The debate on the landscape phenomenon in the framework of the 1967 International Union of
Architects (UIA) Congress in Prague created a significant step in the more complex establishment of the
definition of the landscape and its relation to the cityscape. In the first place, the landscape was defined
as “one of the basic forms of the human milieu” [4] (p. 45) whose natural resources can be conserved
by strengthening the planned economy, based on the thesis that correlating social needs, activities and
appropriate characteristics of the landscape creates its functions. In terms of the functional aspects
of the landscape, Toth [5] proposes a new, soft paradigm to study landscapes and territories focused
on analyzing function and then the spatial dimension and structure, and singles out the following
perspectives for landscape research: (a) determining the level of mutual adaptation between users and
their surroundings, and (b) how to create sites, orientation and hierarchy in relation to site users.
In the European Convention on Landscapes, the landscape is defined as “an area, as viewed by
the population, whose character is the result of actions and interactions of natural and/or cultural
factors” [6]. This definition was heavily influenced by the changes that occurred at the end of the
20th century in the perception and observation of landscapes, which shifted from analyzing visual
aspects to understanding the landscape as a representation. Leaving the aesthetic dimension aside,
Duncan opens a perspective focused on viewing the landscape as text, as a social and cultural document
whose reading creates an understanding of the layers and processes inscribed in it, or creates an
ideological representation [7]. In the same sense, Daniels [8] recognizes the double-sidedness of the
landscape, pointing out that the landscape is equally a material and an ideological representation.
This duplicity is also reflected in the discursive positioning of landscape studies. Emphasizing that
no environmental interpretation or policy can neglect the effect of creating cultural meaning,
Cosgrove [9] distinguishes between two different discourses within landscape studies—the semiotic
and the ecological. This differentiation also acknowledges the significant role of semiotic concepts and
methodologies in exploring how meanings are created, represented, communicated and stored in and
through landscapes, their structures and elements. Against this background, Duncan and Duncan [10]
define the “landscape as text” to be read critically on the basis of structuralist semiotics so that it
designates a system for the production and transmission of cultural meanings. The process-oriented
and dynamic nature of the landscape is further highlighted by W.J.T. Mitchell [11] who defines
landscape as a verb rather than a noun, object or image through which only the aesthetic dimension
is read, as opposed to Harvey’s view of the landscape as a constructed form, or as a geographically
defined and complex product fixed in space [12].
According to Widgren [3], studies of the landscape at the present moment should include
a threefold conceptual orientation: (a) landscape as appearance—an idea, a way of seeing and
representation, (b) landscape as institution—a mode of communication and social order and
(c) landscape as resource—capital, involving use and production. This further contributes to expanding
the concept of the landscape towards its definition as an “experienced human habitat, in relation
to the understanding of land as both a common resource, and as pieces of property” [13] (p. 1).
Such theoretical settings indicate that landscape studies have transitioned from the passive symbolic
representation to an affirmation of the dynamic nature of landscapes, thus opening the possibility
of viewing landscapes as texts whose reading provides an understanding of the landscape as an
ideological representation.
1.1. Modernist Rural Landscape
In the socialist era, many Central and Eastern European states, including the Balkan countries
within the Yugoslav cultural space, experienced an intensive transformation of agricultural landscapes
and landscape patterns, as well as the redistribution of their relations on the basis of collectivization
and self-governing management. Rural landscapes were affected by a wide range of social, economic,
demographic and technological trends relying primarily on the productivist agricultural regime [14].
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The impact of the modern movement on the rural landscape, which began to unfold as early
as in the mid-19th century through experiments in utopian socialism and radical state reforms,
became more intense in the 1920s, especially in late colonization and within new political movements,
such as fascism, socialism, communism, Zionism, anarchism and the cooperative movement [15].
States, governmental organizations, movements and collectives engaged in extensive actions to reshape
rural landscapes in order to address the underutilization of arable land and the underdevelopment of the
agriculture sector [16–18]. Moreover, the socialist system enabled the systematic implementation of the
principles of Congress International d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM) on a large urban scale, in contrast
to capitalist countries where this was done on smaller scales, which allowed significantly more
intense urban transformation and greater changes in the physiognomy and typology of the landscape.
For this reason, the concept of rurality is also reviewed in this paper and the relationship between
rural and modern, as well as between rural and urban, is problematized.
Such modernist changes are evident in the first post-war period of morphogenesis and urban
development of the City of Belgrade, primarily enabled by its new position translated from a border
city into the center of a vast state. In the first years after WWII, the features of socialist modernization
included a focus on (1) technological and economic development, based chiefly on the socialist
construction of a new society, which initially required changes aimed at enhancing the economy,
and (2) reaching a certain level of professional-qualification status of both the individual and the
collective with the goal of establishing and institutionalizing a novel system of social relations as well as
a general change in worldview and society. Through a series of administrative and territorial changes
that have taken place since 1955, the city territory has been expanded to include nearby rural and
urban settlements which, in economic terms, directly gravitate to the city and together with it represent
a unique economic and urban area. In this way, the conditions were created to connect the cityscape
of Belgrade with its closest natural hinterland, that is, the closest rural landscape, whose economic,
communal, social and cultural development was directly linked to and conditioned by the development
of the city. As Mandic [19] writes, the notion of the city stretches beyond the built-up area and goes
deeper into the hinterland, which is why a city cannot be viewed “in isolation from the environment
and the space in which it is located.” Such decisions on territorial organization established the initial
ground for the development of the entire agricultural territory in the metropolitan area of Belgrade.
According to Bozovic [20], the disappearance of the city’s border and its uncontrolled and destructive
identification with the territory, both in the legal and physical sense, “hint at a creation that can be
defined as an urban landscape.” It can be said that this term on the social plane signifies “the totality of
manifesting the dominance of the city over the country” [21] (p. 4), while in physical and spatial terms,
it implies the absolute dominance of the cultural over the natural landscape.
Starting from the developmental level of production forces, Stefanovic [22] looks at urbanization
through its four characteristic phases: primary—rural, secondary—industrial, tertiary and
quaternary—regional. In this sense, the first phase was represented by a migration from the rural
scene to the city, after which came the inverse process, which meant that urbanization did not stop
at the borders of the urban area but also affected the rural landscape. Through such processes,
the tendency was clearly reflected to gradually integrate previously isolated urban and rural spaces
into unique regional agglomeration systems. In the post-war period, these issues were very topical for
the Yugoslav conditions, and especially for Belgrade, which developed into the largest agglomeration
in the country. Considering the impact of immigrants from rural areas on the urban environment and
the intense annual growth of 25,000 new residents in Belgrade, Papic [23] highlights the transition
from an individual, autarchic economy to large-scale social industrial production in accordance
with the better living conditions associated with urbanization. The direct link between population
movement and economic development indicates that the economy had evolved and stagnated in the
face of demographic change. Each phase of population growth was accompanied by a corresponding
development of economic activity that had a direct impact on the transformation of the rural landscape.
These changes suggest that the urbanization was not a one-way process and did not always have a
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positive flow, given that the process of ruralization was underway at the same time. According to
Halpern [24], this process can also be defined as modern ruralization, which implies a strong influence
of rural habits on the urban area, bearing in mind that the mutual influences of the rural scene and the
city concern not only economic but also social relations. Thus, the urbanization that extended to rural
areas and non-urbanized land on the one hand, and the ruralization of all social strata on the other,
were mutually pervading processes of migration through which the immigrant population left their
mark of traditional culture, way of life, behaviors and aspirations.
The explained process of modern ruralization initiates thinking about a new, unique typology
of landscapes—the modernist rural landscape. Significant progress in the study of these topics
has been made within the project MODSCAPES (2016–2019), which explored rural landscapes
produced by the large-scale agricultural development and colonization schemes planned in the 20th
century through a wide range of evidence-based research from primary and secondary data sources,
including policy analysis, archival material, field surveys, historical landscape mapping, etc. [25].
This transnational research project has investigated 11 case studies across Europe and beyond.
However, the case study did not include the spatial framework of the Balkan countries and the former
Yugoslav cultural space, which also holds valuable records and traces of the heritage of large-scale
agricultural combines. In this sense, our research offers a supplement to the gap in the territorial
coverage of this thematic study at the present time.
The modernist rural landscape and many of the related concepts (modern ruralization, modernist
agricultural landscape, traditional agricultural landscape) are waiting for a global study capable of
putting a value on its role in the urban planning sector, its potential for urban-rural revitalization
and its benefits for heritage conservation. The value of these concepts in current studies is
identified in accordance with the conceptual framework of cultural heritage and cultural landscape,
specifically heritage landscape and shared heritage [26], which also contributes to the repositioning
of the topic of traditional landscape in contemporary landscape studies. Discussion on the concept
of traditional, mostly agricultural landscapes, their ambiguous nature and connections to contemporary
landscape research and practice has been problematized and challenged within the Permanent European
Conference for the Study of the Rural Landscape (PECSRL), organized by the Institute for Research on
European Agricultural Landscapes. The discussion resulted in the identification of four central aspects
crucial for future research activities, including (a) dynamic landscape histories, (b) a participatory
approach to landscape management, (c) socioeconomically and ecologically self-sustaining landscapes,
and (d) planners as intermediaries between development and preservation, and also questioned the
future of traditional landscapes [27]. In contemporary times, this issue is becoming more complex
due to the ongoing transformation of large agricultural systems and agricultural land abandonment.
Little progress has been made in understanding the global patterns, drivers and implications of
agricultural land abandonment. Therefore, today, when modernist agricultural landscapes are
transitioning to landscape brownfields, it is important to understand their background from a scientific
perspective and to provide the policy makers and planning practitioners all the data needed for the
proper and efficient management of these landscapes. Setting up this kind of a value system would
yield novel research goals aimed at decoding the textuality of agricultural combines as agro-industrial
heritage sites.
1.2. Objectives and Paper Outline
The paper starts from the point of view of authors whose landscape research is based on the
semiotic reading of the landscape as text [7,10,28,29], that is, on the interpretation of textuality
that acts as a marking system through which social, cultural, political and economic systems
are communicated, experienced and explored. The landscape is considered as an equally material
and ideological representation, following the assumption that spatial patterns arise as a result of the
ideological imperative of the process that forms the landscape. The basic research question of the paper
is concerned with discovering how different landscape dimensions affect it as a totality in the spatial
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and social sense. Hence, the tendency is to consider the landscape as an ideological play in place
of an external and material reality. This research, through which the described theoretical position
is introduced as a methodological apparatus for reading the landscape, focuses on the relationship
between landscape structure and the ideology of economic development of Socialist Yugoslavia within
the spatial framework of the left riverbank of the Danube in the administrative area of Belgrade.
The subject of the research is the system of the Belgrade Agricultural Combine, known as PKB, which,
since its founding in 1945, has become a major “producer, urban planner and realizer” on the territory of
the Danube’s left riverbank in Belgrade. The intention is to look at how the urban planning, urban and
architectural design and architectural programming of an agricultural combine, as an economic,
political, industrial and housing system, affected the representation and construction of a new socialist
life of the working people and the production of modernist rural landscapes by focusing on a few
central research questions:
•
•
•
•

What are the impacts of socialist agrarian policy on the use of land in the wider metropolitan area
of Belgrade?
What is the impact of the agricultural combine as a spatial, social, economic, environmental and
political entity on the urban development process?
What is the relationship between the ideology of the socialist self-management society and spatial
planning in the context of the Belgrade Agricultural Combine (PKB)?
How is the production of modernist rural landscapes manifested at different spatial levels?

The paper consists of three parts. The first part describes the Materials and Methods. The second
part of the paper is a discussion on the research findings of the case study—Belgrade Agricultural
Combine (PKB)—identifying four key phases in the development of this territory: (1) Production
of the Modernist Rural Landscape, (2) Establishment of the Self-management Planning Framework,
(3) Humanization of Environment and (4) Post-socialist Transition and the Collapse of the Agricultural
Combine. The final portion of the paper contains concluding remarks on the initially established
research questions.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Case Area
Belgrade’s geographical location at the confluence of two European rivers—the Danube and the
Sava—was one of the fundamental preconditions for the morphogenesis of the city’s territory and its
expansion towards the wider metropolitan area. Overall, the morphogenesis of Belgrade and its modern
urbanization took place in strokes—which can be recognized within its spatial-morphological systems
of Old Belgrade (historical city), New Belgrade (modernist city), positioned on the right riverbank
of the Danube, and Third Belgrade (agrarian city) located on the Danube’s left riverbank [30,31].
Third Belgrade is bounded on the south and west by the Danube River and on the east and north sides
by the tributary of the Danube, the Tamis River. This territory is characterized by a specific landscape
configuration and an urban morphology in line with the development of the PKB Agricultural Combine,
and it was predominantly intended for agriculture. The research covers an area of 37,000 ha—2110 ha
of built environment and 34,890 ha of PKB’s agricultural area.
Current trends in globalization, the economic crisis, suppression of agriculture in the city’s
metropolitan area, as well as the transition from a state-controlled economy to an open-market economy
have all led to the collapse of this agricultural combine system, which today is a vast brownfield territory
for a re-selective use of the past in accordance with contemporary urban development strategies and
innovative planning principles. At this time, many European cities [32–35] are facing numbers of
abandoned facilities that used to be part of the agricultural industry and combines, making this research
an example for future researchers and practitioners on how to read and comprehend the textuality of
modernist rural landscapes. In 2018, the entire area of the PKB Agricultural Combine (comprising 40%
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Table 1. Main sources and key contents for PKB development.
Year

I

Key Contents (Intentions)

Period

•

creation of large social farms in the Belgrade area

Yugoslav agrarian policy from 1945 to 1953

◦

transformation of agriculture towards socialism

1950

Belgrade Master Plan (General Urban Plan)

+

the Third Belgrade territory was not morphologically
and functionally defined

1957

Decision of the National Committee of the City of
Belgrade for the urban definition of the Third Belgrade
territory for agricultural purposes

◦

perspective of incorporating the left river belt of the
Danube into the urban fabric

Regulatory plan for the first region of the
Danube–city—Belgrade on the left bank of the Danube

+

the concept of the “lamellar city” and Danube-city

Establishment of the Planning Directorate and the
construction of Belgrade on the left bank of the Danube

x

establishment of the Self-Management Pyramid of
the Combine; an autonomous planning organization,
independent of the Urban Institute of Belgrade

General Overview of the Master Plan of 1966

+

determination of specific sites and urban conditions
for current construction

Regional Spatial Plan for the Danube
Tourism Development

+

a system of focal points for tourism and recreation

Belgrade Urbanization Plan on the left bank of
the Danube

+

detailed plans for seven PKB settlements

Study on the Development of Belgrade’s economy and
the possibilities for its integration into the global market

•

the recognition of opportunities and conditions for
economic integration into the global market

Study “Environmental awareness and self-involvement
of working people and citizens in protecting and
improving the natural environment on the territory
of Belgrade”

•

protection of the environment—humanization of
production vs. humanization of environment

Establishment of the City Board of
Environmental Protection

x

the promotion of an urban planning approach based
on the “protective urbanism” concept

Belgrade Landscape Plan

+

rediscovery of the quality and form of the
natural landscape;

Belgrade Master Plan

+

the concept of “an archipelago of settlements in a sea
of greenery”

1973

General Housing Plans for PKB settlements

+

the system of agro-industrial settlements in the form
of “independent cells of local communities”

1984

Amendments to the Belgrade Master Plan until 2002

+

the concept of connecting the city to the Danube river

1995

Pan-European Biological and Landscape Diversity
Strategy PEBLDS

x

formation of the Pan-European Ecological Network
(PEEN), which is composed of neighboring national
ecological networks countries, in order to preserve
long-term ecosystems, habitats and species of
importance for protection at the European level

2003

Belgrade Master Plan until 2021

+

identification of fixed elements of greenery and
protective greenery systems

2004

Regional spatial plan of the administrative area of the
city of Belgrade

+

directing development axes towards the territory of
the left bank of the Danube and creating a new urban
development center

2010

Regulation on the ecological network of the Republic
of Serbia

x

the riverside of the Danube is defined as an ecological
corridor of national and international importance

2011

EU strategy for the Danube region (Danube Strategy)

x

the issue of environmental protection and
sustainable use of natural resources

1958

1966

1968

1970

1972

Post-socialist Transition and
Collapse of rhe Agricultural Combine

the concept of “a city that feeds”; the typical
solutions of agricultural buildings

Humanization of Environment

x

Establishment of the
self-management planning

Program for new settlements within the
Agricultural Combine

Production of the
Modernist Rural
Landscape

1945

Sources
Urbanistic study and programs for the use of the spatial
framework of the Danube’s left riverbank for
agricultural purposes

Index of source type (I)/Clusters of sources
+

Plan

•

Study

_

Program

◦

Policy/Strategy

x

Institution
establishment

The research was conducted in 5 phases:
•

•

•

Data Collection—collection of relevant data based on primary sources related to the urban
planning and development of the territory of Third Belgrade. The primary sources include
available historical and archival material, as well as plans and strategies that have been verified
and publicly available by relevant institutions;
Data Systematization and Clustering—chronological systematization of collected data in
accordance with the type of source and their classification into clusters of sources: plan, study,
program, policy, institution establishment;
Content analysis for each cluster of sources—recognition of key intentions for the planning and
development of Third Belgrade, identification of planning concepts;
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Periodization of urban development—identification of the developmental periods of Third
Belgrade in accordance with the planning framework, institutional and policy framework,
and conceptual framework;
Mapping urban development—establishing a connection between the planned and the realized,
monitoring morphogenesis;

The insights into the theoretical determinants of landscape studies and studies of environmental
protection and humanization, as well as their reflection in Yugoslav architectural theory and the
spatial planning of the territory of Belgrade, can be considered an additional source in this research.
Key sources also include the periodicals Architecture Urbanism, Urbanism of Belgrade and the
Yearbook of the Museum of the City of Belgrade, as well as PKB’s publishing activity in the form of the
Poljoindustrija (Agroindustry) newspaper, which was conceived as a kind of report on the construction
and maintenance of the Combine presented through 1774 editions, beginning in 1967. The paper
recognizes that local newspapers offer a solid basis for the analysis of planning frameworks and the
urban development of a particular spatial framework. It has been identified that the content of the
mentioned newspaper portrays social and cultural activities, everyday life, communal problems, etc.,
in the local community, which has significantly influenced the transformation of the rural landscape.
3. Findings and Discussion
Insight into and the analysis of all the clusters of sources, including the Poljoindustrija newspaper
and local periodicals, enabled chronological monitoring of the PKB development and its relationships
with landscape structure, identifying four relevant phases according to which the study presentation
was organized. The first period concerns the production of the modernist rural landscape since the
establishment of the PKB at the end of 1945 and its first developmental phase of positioning in the
comprehensive economy, industry and spatial physiognomy of the City of Belgrade. The second phase
deals with the relationship between socialist ideology and landscape protection, that is, the maintenance
of the agricultural landscape under the conditions of self-governing socialism, in line with the provisions
of the 1968 General Urbanization Plan of Belgrade on the Left Bank of the Danube. The central focus of
the third phase is on the topics of improvement and protection of the environment and humanization
of environment. The fourth phase concerns the post-socialist transition and the planning perspectives
after the collapse of the PKB Agricultural Combine.
3.1. First Phase: Production of the Modernist Rural Landscape
On the ideological and political foundations of Yugoslav agrarian policy from 1945 to 1953,
which formed an integral part of a comprehensive project based on the socialist reconstruction of
agriculture after WWII, a strategic approach was developed for the creation of large social farms
in the Belgrade area [40]. Immediately after the end of the war, in an interview with a delegation
of agricultural experts, Josip Broz Tito, President of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia,
stated that “if agriculture is not the first, it is certainly one of the first priorities in reconstruction”,
emphasizing the importance of agriculture in the restoration of other branches of the economy and in
line with urban development [41]. In an agrarian country such as Yugoslavia, the new government set
rapid economic development as its task, and industrialization was the imperative of economic growth.
It was particularly significant that industrialization led to a decrease in the agricultural population,
but at the same time was a factor in the advancement of agricultural production, which required the
transformation of agriculture towards socialism.
The main strategy of the City in the development of agriculture was to create agro-industrial
combines that would enable a mass supply of major food products to the city. According to
Radenkovic and Solar [42], the combines were conceptualized as integral systems that sought to realize
a production program, guided by the slogan “from the field to the dining table” and encompassing
broader activities aimed at enhancing the social standard of workers—the provision of a housing system,
facilities for “extended everydayness”, daily tourism options, etc. The initial stage of contemporary
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urbanization of the territory of Third Belgrade included the development of studies and programs
for its use for agricultural purposes under the leadership of Arch. Branislav Kojic. The first
phase of the establishment of organized agricultural production and thus the urbanization of this
territory was marked by the formation of an agricultural ground in Pancevo Rit, formerly the Land
Agricultural Property, on 27 December 1945 [43].
Within the Belgrade Master Plan of 1950, this territory was not morphologically and functionally
defined, but it was designated as a green urban belt with predominantly agricultural activity and a
residential and economic zone of a smaller spatial extent. However, the development of agricultural
industrial production on the left bank of the Danube raised some more complex questions regarding
this territory, causing amendments to the Master Plan based on the 1956 elaboration of approaches to
urban planning and the 1957 decision of the National Committee of the City of Belgrade. This decision
opened the perspective of incorporating the river belt of the left side of the Danube into the urban fabric.
The first part of the study is related to the typical solutions of agricultural buildings on the basis
of which the program for new settlements within the Combine was drawn up. This program was
devised by the Construction Institute of the Federal Ministry of Construction, while more intensive
and coordinated research work and definition of the planning framework began in 1958 with the
establishment of the Planning Directorate and the construction of Belgrade on the Danube’s left bank.
In later years, this planning directorate was responsible exclusively for the urban development and
planning of the total system of the agricultural combine. In this sense, the specificity of the institutional
framework of planning is also recognized—the combine had an autonomous planning organization,
independent of the Urban Institute of Belgrade.
After 16 years from the adoption of the 1950 Master Plan, the City Assembly made a decision to
revise it as the result of elaboration through regulatory and detailed urban plans in order to determine
specific sites and urban conditions for current construction. In the General Overview of the Master Plan
of 1966, the spatial scope of the left bank of the Danube was functionally defined for the first time in
the planning framework, in line with the amendments made in 1957. The comprehensive territory for
agricultural exploitation under the autonomous management of PKB was divided into 6 exploitation
units and 4 branches, so that each unit constituted an independent labor administration or production
unit and had its own special economic program. Furthermore, each unit had its residential settlement,
which consisted of an economic courtyard and a residential zone, while Padinska Skela was conceived
as the central settlement of all the working people of the Combine. By determining the purpose and
character of the spatial patterns of the left bank of the Danube, this territory became urban-controlled
on the one hand, while on the other hand, it created a significant basis for further development of the
city in the form of extensive study and design work in order to avoid mass unplanned urbanization.
In parallel with the conceptualization of the PKB spatial-planning framework, the development
of Danube-city was started, guided in all its initial positive results by the realization of New Belgrade
as a modernist city. The basic vision of the urbanization of the spatial coverage of the left bank of
the Danube was based on the concept of a “city that feeds”—implying it should produce a food
reserve for the life of Belgrade as a future million-population metropolis. The original urban concept
of Danube-city introduced a “lamellar city”, which organizationally consisted of a series of lamellae
that made up autonomous urban units such as an urban district (Figure 2). Since the construction of
New Belgrade set the dynamics of realization of other planned ventures on the territory of the City of
Belgrade and, accordingly, it was impossible to reliably predict in what time interval and at which pace
Danube-city would be developed, each lamella was organized as an independently functional entity
autonomous from the level of construction in other lamellae. In this sense, the proposed structure
was urbanistically defined in line with the comprehensive policy of the city’s economic development.
Based on the type of economic activities and the size of the lamellae in which activities were planned,
the number of workers was determined to be 70,000, while the average normative value of 64 jobs per
hectare was defined in relation to world norms for medium-sized economic capacities. In that order,
the population of Danube–city was estimated at 400,000 people, which would include 168,000 workers.
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environment. In this sense, several factors are relevant for observing the landscape—political,
In this sense, several factors are relevant for observing the landscape—political, economic, cultural,
economic, cultural, ecological and social, and they depend on the approach to reading and the way
ecological and social, and they depend on the approach to reading and the way of emphasizing
of emphasizing different values of the same space. According to Zeitoun [45], the notion of landscape
different values of the same space. According to Zeitoun [45], the notion of landscape is a product of
the understanding and use of the environment by a society. Therefore, the landscape exists only if
it is transformed by society, and for that, it is necessary to determine the scale of action to be taken,
who will be taking it, and the benefits that the society will derive from it. As Macura [46] (p. 42) writes,
the importance of architecture and its role in the life of an individual or a community arises, on the
one hand, from their reciprocity, in that “man has predetermined some important contents and forms
of his life and future development,” and, on the other hand, as the result of “coincidence between the
characteristics of a human community at a given time and the characteristics of its architectural and
urban framework.”
Given that the development of the PKB system was the task of the Combine as a whole, of all its
exploitation units, branches and individuals, who shared the understanding that “although they belong
to a greater system, each member of the community is a small world in itself,” special attention was
paid to the creation of an autonomous self-management planning model. This was achieved through
the continuous conduct of surveys by the PKB Self-Management Study Group, which focused primarily
on the issue of improving living standards within the Combine system [47]. The “Self-Management
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Pyramid of the Combine” included over 200 self-management work units. Several of these work units
made up the organizational unit, in the form of a manufacturing facility.
The structure of the “Self-Management Pyramid of the Combine” directly indicates a
complementary connection between spatial and sociological levels—from the comprehensive system
of the Combine to the single housing unit, from the united self-management community of workers to
the working man, the self-manager. According to the sociological approach to planning, Djurovic [48]
proposes to identify spatial levels in accordance with the “level of sociability”—from the personal
characteristics of the individual to the comprehensive territory of the city. In order to identify relevant
levels within the landscape, Delcourt and Delcourt [49] offers an organizational paradigm through
which a series of spatial and temporal configurations are established, within which each level is
constrained by a higher one and at the same time includes all patterns and processes that take place at
a higher level of the hierarchy. Accordingly, the landscape can be considered as a system consisting of
a series of hierarchical entities.
The starting point in the organization of self-management was reflected in the principle of
maximum development of independent operation at all levels of the Combine, from the unit to the
Combine as a whole. In that order, the entire organism of the Combine was constituted to act in the
direction of the rapid independence of all its parts, including both working and organizational units
and certain activities that made up the “Self-Management Pyramid.” The Combine’s organization
functioned as a complex mechanism within which the individual was often described by the phrase
“a man in the giant,” while “the working people represented the greatest capital” [50] (p. 11).
This implied that there was a harmony of organization and self-management so that the people were
not alienated from their fundamental rights.
The influence of the working people and the Organization of Associated Work was the main
lever in the development of plans. On the other hand, owing to the way of designing and adopting
different types of plans—related to production, space or economy—PKB was adapted to the mechanism
of the agro-industrial complex, which was seen not only in the planning procedure but also in the
final content of the plans and their synchronization. In this sense, the Self-Management planning
methodology made it possible for “the plans of work organizations not only to be a mechanical sum of
plans but an expression of common needs, opportunities and goals” [51] (p. 7).
Within the Combine, the housing issue was one of the key factors in further development,
as reflected in the living conditions of the workers and, on the other hand, the continuous arrival of
the required number of experts. In order to overcome the mentioned problems, the implementation
of a housing construction project was programmatically determined by the Board of Directors of the
Combine based on the solidarity of all workers. Workers’ living conditions were an integral part of the
Combine’s policy. There was a clear concept not only of the development of science and production,
but also of taking care of the working man.
The basic policy of further development of the PKB thus implied self-management integration
on a larger scale in order for the united working people to take over most of the state function and
for such self-management to become fully integrated into the socio-economic system, suggesting
integration of economy with other activities, and spatial planning. Emphasizing that the backbone
of the development of the entire system of the Combine was the rise of the living standard of the
working people, Aleksandar Pavlovic [47] (p. 4), Deputy General Director of the PKB, pointed out at
an Annual Assembly that “standard is not just a roof over your head but an ideological struggle for
socialist everyday life.” At the heart of the PKB’s policy was the search for a solution to the collective
use of leisure time in the cultural, sports and other facilities of “extended everyday life.” The basic
premise was based on the active use of free time, which would contribute to work productivity and the
constitution of individual and collective socialist everyday life.
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3.3. Third Phase: Humanization of Environment
The focus on environmental issues and the self-managing engagement of working people
and citizens in protecting and improving the environment began to emerge in the late 1960s,
primarily through the critical view that the development of environmental activity and awareness was
not yet in line with the needs of modern society, nor in accordance with the possibilities afforded by
the socialist self-government. According to the records of the Union of Engineers and Technicians
of Yugoslavia, annexed by Stojanovic [52] to the report of the Committee for Conclusions and
Recommendations of the Scientific Conference “Man and Environment” held in Belgrade in 1973,
more than 18 significant meetings were organized between 1968 and 1975 with the topics of improvement
and protection of the environment and humanization of environment, which had an impact on the
development of a new humanistic appreciation of the people and their surroundings [53,54], instead of
valuation based on technological results and economic growth.
The report from the mentioned scientific conference stated that “human history, human activity
and human thinking arise, on the one hand, from the working, productive relationship between people
and nature, and on the other, from the relation between people.” In this scientific debate, Stojanovic,
at the time a leading urban planner and one of the designers of the PKB urban system, recognized the
impact of scientific and technological revolution and the development of means of production on man,
pointing out that “by defining his work, he continues to master and humanize nature in terms of his
purposeful creative activity” [55] (pp. 3–5). Popovic [56] takes a similar perspective, arguing that
the self-governing socialist society will be able to bridge the contradictions between man and the
environment “provided that human needs and human goals are aligned with current development”
and permeate production relations with humanization in harmony with the needs of producers
and citizens. As Tomic [57] (p. 25) states, one of the prerequisites for humanizing life in the city is
precisely reflected in the “rediscovery of the quality and form of the natural landscape.”
In order to strike a balance between humans and the environment, Stojanovic emphasizes the need
to establish a “new orientation, new social relations and a new scale of values,” which would at the same
time enable the humanization of production and its adaptation to the needs of working people [55].
According to Friedman [58], the interaction of human cultural activities and the physical environment
shapes the way in which a particular landscape is used, while its transformation qualifies in relation
to the demands of society. This view was in line with the thesis on the affirmative acceptance of the
shaping of the human environment, which in the context of the Combine was primarily aimed at the
agricultural landscape. According to Halpern, important insights into the process of transformation of
rural areas can be gained precisely by considering the “relationship to agriculture as a way of life” [24].
This relationship was the main determinant of the socialist everyday life of the working people of
the Combine, as the generator of production and transformation on the left bank of the Danube.
The described perspectives had a significant influence on the further evolution of the PKB’s
spatial system, in the form of humanizing nature and the approach to human needs, intensifying the
relationship between social development and daily life, creating new social relations and a socialist
community in which nature was both a productive and an environmental category. In this period,
PKB’s development was in full swing. In the context of intense changes in the social and economic life
of the Yugoslav state and Belgrade as its capital, PKB was considered a leading driver of growth mainly
because of its highly sophisticated production system and its success record. Such developmental
tendencies also contributed to the frequent use of the phrase: “PKB—Yugoslavia in a nutshell.”
In the traditional ranking of Economic Policy—the largest work organization in Yugoslavia, PKB always
ranked high on the list of 200 most successful companies—11th in 1970, 12th in 1972, 13th in
1973—as a leading agro-industrial organization in the sector of agriculture, which sufficiently affirms
the role of agricultural industrial production as the city’s major industry. On the basis of such
development perspectives, the intensive Study on the Development of Belgrade’s economy and the
possibilities for its integration into the global market was completed in 1970, which highlights the
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such development perspectives, the intensive Study on the Development of Belgrade’s
economy and the possibilities for its integration into the global market was completed in 1970, which
highlights the extraordinary geographical predispositions of the left bank of the Danube in the
extraordinary geographical predispositions of the left bank of the Danube in the context of opportunities
context of opportunities and conditions for economic integration not only into the Yugoslav but also
and conditions for economic integration not only into the Yugoslav but also the global market (Figure 3).
the global market (Figure 3).
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by the development of the Landscape Plan, which for the first time in Belgrade’s urban practice was
practice was made as an addition to the Master Plan. According to Perisic [60], the basic idea behind
made as an addition to the Master Plan. According to Perisic [60], the basic idea behind this plan was
this plan was to treat the whole area as a “unique natural or human environment” in order to achieve
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in the form of “independent cells of local communities” built on the principles of “protective in
the form of “independent cells of local communities” built on the principles of “protective urbanism”,
while the housing settlement Kotezi was the only local community realized in the area of the planned
Danube–city (Figure 4).
The successful economic development and positioning of the Combine also led to a more serious
elaboration of the respective territory and its planning regulation, which is why in 1968 the Belgrade
Urbanization Plan on the left bank of the Danube was drafted (Figure 5), which had not been included in
the 1950 Master Plan of Belgrade. This plan was primarily concerned with the territory of the seven PKB
settlements: Dunavac, Pionir, Partizanski prelaz, Padinska skela, Kovilovo, Lepušnica and Mladost.
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The successful economic development and positioning of the Combine also led to a more serious
elaboration of the respective territory and its planning regulation, which is why in 1968 the Belgrade
Urbanization Plan on the left bank of the Danube was drafted (Figure 5), which had not been included
in the 1950 Master Plan of Belgrade. This plan was primarily concerned with the territory of the seven
PKB settlements: Dunavac, Pionir, Partizanski prelaz, Padinska skela, Kovilovo, Lepušnica and
Mladost.
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biological environment but also about the quality of human existence [63]. Equally ecologically, sociopolitically and economically colored, the idea of the importance of the link between socio-economic,
spatial-urban planning and the prediction of environmental protection was rounded off. As
Mendelson writes, in a socialist society where the leading motive for living and creating was general
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environment. That same year, Yugoslav experts took part in the United Nations Conference on the
Human Environment in Stockholm, which expressed the understanding that the environment is in line
with comprehensive life activities and everydayness, meaning that it is not only about the biological
environment but also about the quality of human existence [63]. Equally ecologically, socio-politically
and economically colored, the idea of the importance of the link between socio-economic, spatial-urban
planning and the prediction of environmental protection was rounded off. As Mendelson writes, in a
socialist society where the leading motive for living and creating was general progress, the protection
of nature and the environment, as well as the use of natural resources, should form an inseparable
whole [64].
Regarding the natural conditions that characterize the spatial framework of the left riverbank of
the Danube, the entire economic zone is imbued with greenery, which has multiple roles, such as to
isolate residential units, protect against possible fires, create suitable conditions for rest and active
recreation of workers during breaks, but also to create a specific picture of harmony between modern
industrial buildings and nature. To meet these demands, detailed urban development has overlooked
the systematic green distribution in the form of a grid. The key element of this system of greenery
was a 200–300 m wide insulation-protection belt between residential and industrial zones, while the
secondary elements were represented by local protection zones located on the outskirts of each
industrial complex and along 50 m wide roads. As Stojanovic writes, urbanization is realistically and
materially expressed “as a harmonious and balanced relationship between nature and the organized
material-spatial interventions in it” and society must provide the necessary ecological balance that is a
prerequisite for life.
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The PKB residential areas were designed as basic production and settlement units connected
into one production and urban unit—joined-up services, plants and other PKB facilities on the one
hand, and a corresponding infrastructure network on the other. Since these settlements belonged to
a large economic organization, their nature and location subsequently determined their character.
The concept of housing planning in the PKB system implied the construction of multiple settlements
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The PKB residential areas were designed as basic production and settlement units connected into
one production and urban unit—joined-up services, plants and other PKB facilities on the one hand,
and a corresponding infrastructure network on the other. Since these settlements belonged to a large
economic organization, their nature and location subsequently determined their character. The concept
of housing planning in the PKB system implied the construction of multiple settlements seen as
“independent cells of local communities”, so that the employees of the Combine could live and work
near the center of production. Thus, each settlement consisted of an economic part and a residential part,
with the concept also focused on the surface of the land being cultivated to minimize the distance of
the roads connecting settlements to the adjacent tract [62]. According to urban parameters, the low
density of housing was achieved by devoting a large share of the terrain to vacant green spaces and
the necessary supporting services and facilities, while the basic urban motive proposed for solving
the housing patterns was a “system of freestanding buildings set in greenery—modernly composed,
with open, undeveloped ground floors” [44]. The urban complex of the settlements was designed
by introducing open and semi-open urban-type public spaces and activating the free ground floors,
thus enabling spatial and programmatic connections between people, buildings and nature. It can be
noticed that the housing patterns were planned, designed and realized in accordance with: (1) the
provisions of the Athens Charter guided by the pioneering thought of Le Corbusier, which sublimated
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framework of the PKB Agricultural Combine. Table 2 shows a comparative overview of the urban
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which
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only 14.74% more than during their construction in socialism. It has been recognized that the increase
in the area of the settlement has been achieved predominantly in the residential part, which consists
of private individual houses. Furthermore, a decrease in the number of inhabitants in the settlements
in the post-socialist period has contributed to a decrease in the number of inhabitants per ha in this
area by an average of 12 inhabitants per ha.
Table 2. Comparative overview of urban parameters for settlements of the PKB Agricultural Combine
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than during their construction in socialism. It has been recognized that the increase in the area of
the settlement has been achieved predominantly in the residential part, which consists of private
individual houses. Furthermore, a decrease in the number of inhabitants in the settlements in the
post-socialist period has contributed to a decrease in the number of inhabitants per ha in this area by
an average of 12 inhabitants per ha.
Table 2. Comparative overview of urban parameters for settlements of the PKB Agricultural Combine
in the socialist and post-socialist period.
Settlement

Gross Area of
Settlement (ha)

1—Socialist period
2—Post-socialist period

1

Dunavac

46.80

Pionir

63.10

Partizanski prelaz

62.00

Padinska skela

297.80

2

Gross Area of
Residential Part of
Settlement (ha)
1

2

63.90

16.25

66.20

22.40

65.10
386.40

Gross Area of
Economic Part of
Settlement (ha)

Number of
Inhabitants
1

2

Population
Density
(inhabitants/ha)

1

2

1

2

33.35

30.55

30.55

500

23.10

40.70

43.10

1000

496

31

15

856

45

22.40

25.40

39.60

39.70

1200

978

54

37
39

107.80

176.40

184.00

210.00

4500

6301

42

36
32

Kovilovo

57.10

59.20

26.70

28.60

30.40

30.60

1200

920

45

Lepušnica

75.50

77.40

35.00

36.20

40.50

41.20

1500

1143

43

32

Mladost

76.80

78.30

25.80

25.90

51.00

52.40

1200

841

47

32

At the moment, according to the Master Plan of Belgrade until 2021 and the Regional Spatial Plan
for the administrative area of the City of Belgrade, the development axes are notably directed towards
the territory of Third Belgrade, which is envisaged as a new urban development center. However, it is
important to note that the boundaries of these plans do not include the entire administrative territory
of the Danube’s left bank, but only the riverside zone. This means that not one of the Master Plans of
the City of Belgrade from 1972 until today has determined a planning framework for the territory of
Third Belgrade and the settlements of the PKB Agricultural Combine.
A significant consideration for the future development of this area concerns a series of national
and international documents that recognize the exceptional values of the natural features within
the territory of Third Belgrade, requiring a high degree of protection and land-use in the future.
Numerous nationally and internationally acknowledged documents relating to the protection of nature
and the environment have highlighted the natural specifics and values of the Danube riverbank and
the importance of their preservation in the planned urbanization of these territories in the future.
The exceptional values of Third Belgrade are represented by its water resources—the Danube River,
Lake Veliko Blato, groundwater and water sources included in the regime of sanitary protection,
as well as habitats with strictly protected natural rarities, concentrated especially within the natural
oasis of Beljarica. According to the Regulation on the ecological network of the Republic of Serbia,
the Danube riverside is an ecological corridor of national and international importance because it
connects ecologically significant areas in the territory of the Republic of Serbia and neighboring
countries. Following an initiative of the Council of Europe, the Pan-European Biological and Landscape
Diversity Strategy PEBLDS was signed that set as its most important task the formation of the
Pan-European Ecological Network (PEEN), composed of neighboring national ecological networks
countries, for the purpose of preserving long-term ecosystems, habitats and species of importance
for protection at the European level [66]. Furthermore, the Council of the European Union has
formally adopted the EU Strategy for the Danube Region (Danube Strategy), which focuses on the
issue of environmental protection and sustainable use of natural resources in line with socio-economic
and institutional development, as well as strengthening the regional cooperation of the Danube
countries [67]. However, although the mentioned strategies recognize the importance of natural
resources for sustainable land use, the planning framework for the territory of Third Belgrade has not
yet included these perspectives in the development determinants.
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3.5. Synthesis: Mapping Landscape Transformation of PKB
The research identified three developmental phases in the construction of Third Belgrade
profoundly marked by the socialist context and self-management planning, and one developmental
phase chiefly influenced by the circumstances of post-socialist transition. For all the identified phases,
an interpretive-historical analysis of the planning framework, institutional and policy framework and
conceptual framework was done. Furthermore, a comparative analysis of urban parameters in the
socialist and post-socialist period was made for the settlements of the PKB Agricultural Combine.
Cross-examination of these frameworks made it possible to read the textuality of the plans
and understand the impact of the institutional and policy context on the development of Third
Belgrade territory. Through monitoring the influence of socialist agrarian policy on the planning
process and what was realized, PKB was unequivocally recognized as the main producer, urban planner
and realizer on the territory of the left Danube riverbank in the Belgrade administrative area.
Figure 8 shows four maps illustrating the turning points in the establishment of the urban
development of not only Third Belgrade but also the entire city territory. The results suggest that the
first developmental phase concerns the establishment of PKB at the end of 1945 and its positioning in
the comprehensive economy, industry and spatial physiognomy of the City of Belgrade. In this phase,
the 1950 Master Plan did not urbanistically define the development of the left bank of the Danube,
but within the policy framework this territory was intended for agricultural purposes. The second
identified phase was significantly conditioned by the development of a specific institutional framework
in the form of a self-management system in which the central role was played by the working people
of the Combine. Another specificity was the autonomous and independent system of planning
and construction within the territory of the PKB Agricultural Combine, in relation to the general
planning system of the city and its central institution, the Urban Institute of the City of Belgrade.
This independent planning system based on self-management enabled the development of the first
General Plan for the territory of the left bank of the Danube in 1968. The third developmental phase
was profoundly influenced by the theory of landscape protection and humanization of environment
in the Yugoslav cultural space, contributing to the intensification of the relationship between the
working people and their cultivated environment. In this phase, ideas from the Belgrade Urbanization
Plan for the left bank of the Danube received full support and the seven PKB settlements were built,
thus establishing a specific morphological system of satellite-based settlements that gravitate to a
corresponding spatial framework of agricultural land. The fourth map illustrates the current situation
of the urban development of Third Belgrade and indicates that the current planning framework defined
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Figure 8. Morphogenesis of Third Belgrade: Cross-examination of planning framework and built area
Figure 8. Morphogenesis of Third Belgrade: Cross-examination of planning framework and built area
for the turning
points of urban development. Source: Authors.
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•

What are the impacts of socialist agrarian policy on the use of land in the wider metropolitan area
of Belgrade?

The research indicates that the agrarian policy, based on a strategic approach to the development
of large social farms, significantly influenced the general planning of the City of Belgrade. At the
cause-and-effect level, this influenced the process of modern ruralization and the immigration of a new
population from rural areas to urban agglomerations. Based on the assumptions that in the future,
Belgrade would turn into a million-population metropolis, the concept of “a city that feeds” was
proposed to create the conditions necessary for increasing food production. Further, this indicates
that the transition from an individual, autarchic economy to large-scale social industrial production
corresponded with better living standards associated with urbanization. In this sense, the planning
and development of the PKB Agricultural Combine illuminate and confirm the thesis that in the
socialist period, most Central and Eastern European countries experienced an intensive transformation
of agricultural landscapes and landscape patterns and redistribution of their relations on the basis of
collectivization and self-governing management.
•

What is the impact of the agricultural combine as a spatial, social, economic, environmental and
political entity on the urban development process?

The example of PKB as a “producer, urban planner and realizer” on the left bank of the Danube
contributes significantly to the consideration of the issue of the appearance of landscapes—“landscapes
as images.” In this case, the specific agricultural function is an indicator of the physical image expressed
through the dominant natural elements, i.e., the produced, cultivated nature, hiding everything that
generates production and constitutes the essential social basis of landscape development, or in other
words, defines the area as an “ideological representation.” Economic progress and the way everyday
life was conducted in relation to political and social circumstances, together with the housing patterns
had a significant impact on the form and structure of the Combine’s comprehensive spatial system.
•

What is the relationship between the ideology of socialist self-governing society and spatial
planning in the context of the Belgrade Agricultural Combine (PKB)?
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Based on the chronological presentation of PKB’s developmental perspectives, an intense
relationship can be recognized between the landscape structure of the Belgrade City administrative
area on the Danube’s left bank and the ideological settings of economic development in line with
the growth of a socialist, self-governing society. The PKB system was organized hierarchically
in the form of a “Self-Management Pyramid of the Combine”—from the total system of the
Combine to the single housing unit, from the united self-managing community of workers to
the working man, the self-manager. The self-management planning system especially affirmed
the architectural programming methodologies that were aimed at all the working people of the
Combine, primarily through surveys focused on the issues of improving living standards within the
Combine system. As stated before, the Self-Management planning methodology made it possible
for the plans of work organizations not only to be a mechanical sum of plans but an expression of
common needs, opportunities and goals.
•

How is the production of the modernist rural landscape manifested at different spatial levels?

The relational attitudes between people and their environment are identified at several spatial
and social levels—from the comprehensive territory of the left bank of the Danube, which includes
agricultural arable land with the accompanying socio-functional systems, to the “independent cells of
local communities,” or from the self-governing pyramid as a community of working people to “the man
in the giant.” At the heart of the landscape production were people, in this case, the working people,
the self-managers as the creators of the environment in which they lived and worked. Programmed
urban planning and design based on the self-management approach have resulted in: (a) at the level of
the comprehensive PKB system, seven settlements developed in accordance with the area of arable
land and the estimated number of inhabitants/workers, (b) at the level of individual PKB settlements,
a clear differentiation between residential, social standard and industrial spaces, and (c) at the level of
housing units, an individualized design corresponding to the needs and behaviors of users. In this sense,
the landscape can also be interpreted as a lens through which the character of an individual’s daily life
and their overall social circumstances can be very carefully observed, i.e., the landscape is established
in the form of “the infrastructure or background of our collective experience.”
The landscape structure of the PKB Agricultural Combine has undergone continuous processes
of transformation in which the landscape has not been a fixed, immovable value or product but a
construct implied by the constant shaping of social life. This indicates not only that environmental
transformation cannot be separated from social transformation but also that they are in constant
interaction. Furthermore, it means that an object-oriented approach is not enough to explore and
interpret the landscape, but that we should rather look at the process, i.e., the function of the landscape
and the way in which it is socially produced. On the basis of this representation, the landscape is
established as a system for the production and transfer of meaning. In order to further affirm the
recognized meaning, and identify and recognize the modernist rural landscape as a form of heritage,
it is necessary to develop new, innovative research strategies and tactics in the field of architecture
and urbanism that will elucidate a range of spatial and social patterns at different spatial levels and
time horizons.
Following the transition from a state-governed socialist system to post-socialist conditions, a large
number of Central and Eastern European states, including the countries of the Balkan region, have in
recent decades experienced the process of agricultural land abandonment. This process, which can
be described as equally economic, social and urban, has conditioned primarily the transformation of
collective agricultural land into individual property. On the one side, previous research conducted in
the context of post-socialist countries indicates that agricultural land abandonment is more pronounced
in socio-economically and agro-environmentally marginal areas [32,68–72]. On the other, a case study
of the PKB Agricultural Combine shows large-scale privatization of agricultural land, which makes
up as much as 40% of the total administrative area of the City of Belgrade and represents a very
specific example of the transformation of an agricultural landscape in the immediate hinterland of
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urban Belgrade, Serbia’s capital. Furthermore, in the current planning and strategic framework,
the further development of Third Belgrade is oriented towards European trends and connecting with
ecological networks in the neighboring countries, which makes this example extremely specific due to its
strategic position crucial to the urban development of the capital and its connection with neighbor states.
Current studies examining the drivers, consequences and assessment of sustainability implications for
farmland abandonment in Europe recognize two functionally different types of the land abandonment
process [68]: (1) a rural exodus type of abandonment, where decreased income opportunities in rural
areas have led to migrations from rural to urban areas resulting in the abandonment of agricultural land,
and (2) land abandonment that resulted from the processes of transition of Eastern European and
Balkan countries after the socialist era and the collapse of communist regimes—however, it is
important to note here that there are differences between these countries related to the speed of the
land abandonment process, which correspond to the differences in the effectiveness and depth of
implementation of agricultural reforms. Thus, countries that have joined the European Union, such as
Slovakia [32,71,72], with strong support for new policies in the transition process, achieved faster
recultivation of abandoned agricultural lands mainly by re-fragmenting large collective farmlands
into individual ones. In the case of Serbia, which is not yet a member of the European Union,
due to inadequately implemented reforms of agricultural policies, the process of transforming large
agricultural combines has resulted in their privatization, making further development of such territories
extremely complex. In order to achieve a sustainable transformation of such territories, it is necessary
to (1) harmonize planning perspectives, planning procedures and management of agricultural lands
with agricultural and economic policies, and (2) to conduct in-depth qualitative and quantitative
studies of the existing built area, its valorization and heritage identification in accordance with all the
specifics of the typology of the modernist rural landscape that is highlighted in this study.
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